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unified
enterprise
communications
solutions
re-imagining collaboration for the real-time enterprise

As businesses move away from a culture of transactions to one of richer interactions,
collaboration is the critical next step that promises business competitiveness in a new and
dynamic economic environment. Actis Enterprise Solutions help organisations achieve the
Collaboration Effect - a phenomenon that can transform your business' productivity on a global scale.

What modern
collaboration
demands

Should be intuitive
and easy to use
with a unified interface

Should ensure
enterprise grade
reliability

Should allow sharing
of different formats of
content in real-time

Should provide an
as-good-as-real
interaction experience

Limitations of current platforms

ONLINE MEETING
SOFTWARE/PLATFORMS

INSTANT
MESSAGING

STANDARD DEFINITION
VIDEO CONFERENCING

AUDIO
CONFERENCING

Limited functionality and
reliability with various
PC-based and cloud
software

Not completely secure
and limits flexibility in
exchange of information
needed

Poor image quality of
video conferencing
can be tiring for
participants

The lack of visual elements
like video & document sharing
limit the quality
of interaction

...The real sweet spot for enterprise collaboration,
is to get multiple organisations and business units together dynamically and quickly,
which is often difficult to achieve...
Ray Ozzie Creator of Lotus Notes & Founder of Groove Networks

A new generation of business infrastructure

Meeting & Presentation Solutions

Video Collaboration Solutions

Unified Communication Solutions

Actis creates environments that enhance
interactions with excellent audio/video
clarity, intuitive presenter control and
simplified sharing of information in
any format.

We combine some of the most powerful
technologies to create video interactions
that approach the realism of in-person
meetings.

Actis UC makes your team instantly and effectively
present at any time, from any place and on almost
any connected device from a smartphone to a
computer.

Environment Control and
Automation Solutions

Digital Entertainment Solutions

Energy Management Solutions

We help harness the power of automation
and control over an increasingly complex
ecosystem of devices for greater convenience
and efficiency.

Our digital entertainment systems create an
immersive environment with high-definition
displays, amazingly realistic audio and the
convenience of touch screen control.

We create LEED compliant solutions to monitor,
optimise and reduce the energy utilisation
in buildings.

Present meets Future

POWERFUL AND FLEXIBLE COLLABORATION TOOLS
We empower your executive team with tools to access and share business critical data and information.
We enable high-definition video conferencing for richer interactions and more productive outcomes.
Intuitive touch-based controls make it easier for even new users to quickly get comfortable with these tools.
Available to view at the Actis Experience Centre

Face-to-face quality interactions

VIDEO COMMUNICATION IN HIGH-DEFINITION
Video communication has revolutionised meetings over the last decade and has become the lifeblood of the modern business.
Our High-Definition Videoconferencing and Telepresence Rooms deliver the highest quality of communication and interaction
available today - its almost like being in the same room!
Available to view at the Actis Experience Centre

Rich, interactive learning experiences

THE POWER OF INTERACTIVE LEARNING
Learning is a critical tool for organisations seeking to achieve sustainable business growth.
Our Interactive Training Rooms and Distance Learning Facilities help organisations to deliver
a more engaging learning experience for trainees, while allowing trainers to retain their unique training style.
Available to view at the Actis Experience Centre

Creating a first impression

ENHANCING THE EXPERIENCE OF VISITORS AND CLIENTS
Creating the right impression with visiting clients and partners is important to almost any business.
Our Visitor Experience Centres and Interactive Receptions allow for powerful visitor engagement
using large displays, digital signages and other interactive solutions.
Available to view at the Actis Experience Centre

A Virtual
Office,
Virtually
Anywhere

ACHIEVING TRUE, ENTERPRISE-GRADE UNIFIED COMMUNICATIONS
The modern enterprise must be flexible, both to the needs of business and to the needs
of its employees. Unified Communications infrastructure integrates your virtual and physical
infrastructures and makes it possible to collaborate effectively, no matter where people are.
Available to view at the Actis Experience Centre

Larger-than-life
digital entertainment

LEISURE AND ENTERTAINMENT SPACES
All work and no play is surely not desirable even at the workplace.
Tastefully done leisure spaces with state-of-the-art audio and video equipment
serve to alleviate stress, induce creative thought and even increase team productivity.

Improve Sustainability,
Decrease Waste

LED LIGHTING AND ENERGY MANAGEMENT
We help organisations improve environmental performance by reducing their carbon footprint, and achieve savings
through greater energy efficiency. Power conserving LED Fixtures and intelligent Energy Management Systems
allow optimisation of energy consumption both inside and outside corporate buildings and business centers.
Available to view at the Actis Experience Centre

Simplified facility management tools
Actis provides several easy-to-use, specialised
management and monitoring tools that can make life very simple
for facility management teams.

Meeting
Scheduling System

Room
Resource Management

Intelligent
Lighting Control

Energy Savings
& Daylight Control

Making sure that room bookings
are managed without conflict,
becomes easy with our
Room Scheduling System.
Bookings can be made with
wall panels or even over the
Internet or directly from your
messaging system.

This provides management of
room resources (AV resources,
remote system diagnostics,
network activity logs and
event scheduling) irrespective
of the geographical location
of the room, from a
central help desk.

Intelligent lighting control
lets you create and recall
lighting scenes by automatically
adjusting natural and indoor
lighting at the touch of
a button.

Automated dimming systems
recognise increased daylight to
gradually adjust electric light levels
and save energy without disruption
or distraction.

Available to view at the Actis Experience Centre

Transforming Collaboration Infrastructure
Actis helps its clients overcome business challenges by customising collaboration solutions that transform business
ecosystems into exciting, vibrant and result-oriented environments.

Sales & Marketing

Human Resources

Corporate Communication

Business Process Monitoring

How can quality of customer
interactions improve?

How do we cut recruitment costs
and effort?

How can we share the
organisational vision with each
and every employee, everywhere?

How do we monitor our service
delivery performance with complex
real-time data?

How can we grow new business
without increasing costs &
team size?

How can we help build skills and
knowledge?

How do we project our
organisation’s story more
effectively to visitors to
our offices?

How can we ensure that business
processes are working as they are
supposed to?

Can we increase information
sharing with branch sales teams
& partners?

How can we improve
pan-organisation
communication?

Change is not a threat, it’s an opportunity.
Survival is not the goal, transformative success is.

Seth Godin

Achieving Greater Business Efficiency
With an optimal combination of technology platforms and state-of-the-art equipment, Actis ensures the right answers
for common (and not so common!) business challenges.

Strategic Management

Information Technology

Operational Management

Research & Development

How do we ensure that
our most capable people
are always involved in
strategic decision making?

Can we upgrade the skills of
global IT teams regularly, without
incurring prohibitive costs?

Can our involvement in client
project execution increase,
without significant additional
costs?

Can we increase the efficiency
of our research by pooling
resources and expertise?

How can we improve
communication of strategic
imperatives down the line?

Can we improve the efficiency
in managing and monitoring
of meeting and collaboration
facilities?

How can we enable members
of operational teams to be
in sync when they aren’t in
the same place?

Imagination is everything.
It is the preview of life’s coming attractions.

Albert Einstein

How can we enable easier
collaboration between key
stakeholders and experts?

Client Speak
Our experience with Actis has been remarkable
and we laud them for their capabilities.

Thanks to Actis, not only are our solutions
well designed and implemented, but serve to
enhance customer experience too.

The integration of the AV setup at our boardroom
was done with a great professional approach.

Seeing is believing!

Experience the Present and Future of Business Collaboration and Training firsthand at the Actis Experience Centre.
It offers collaboration solutions - built on an intelligent and robust network - that provide a new dimension to work
within and across company boundaries.
We recommend that you see and use each of these solutions for yourself. After all, seeing is believing!

Call +91 - 22 - 3080 8080 for a free demonstration.
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